Olivia
Wilde
and
Jason
Sudeikis Enjoy Boston Getaway

By Sanetra Richards
Parents-to-be Jason Sudeikis and fiancée Olivia Wilde seemed
to have enjoyed themselves in Titletown, also known as Boston,
during their weekend getaway. Wilde stylishly joined Sudeikis
on set as he was in the process of filming for the upcoming
romantic comedy Tumbledown. According to People, the couple
was no stranger to the well-liked neighborhood coffee shop
Haute Coffee (they ordered haute lattes with almond milk and a
house-made syrup of honey and cinnamon). A bystander described
the pair as ‘very cute,’ whilst an employee said, “They’re
very casual, very down to earth. They couldn’t have been
nicer. It’s just a pleasure to have them here.” The actress

also shared they are expecting their little bundle of joy in
about four weeks.
What are some ways vacation can make you closer as a couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getaways with your honey are well-needed not only during the
rough patches, but also just to keep the spark alive or
possibly light the fire even more. Cupid has a few other ways
a vacation can help strengthen your relationship:
1. Alone time: One of the biggest perks about a vaca is the
isolation spent with your partner. The world back at home is
cancelled out for that period of time. Your primary focus is
having an enjoyable break and giving all of your attention to
each other. Maybe tension between the two of you is slowly
taking a toll and you feel a barrier shaping, take a simple
vacation to ease away the stress.
Related: Olivia Wilde Shows Off Baby Bump at Golden Globes
2. More experiences:

Whether it is a trip to you all’s

favorite spot or somewhere fresh, completely new memories will
be created. You and your significant other will see things
that you have never seen before, forming a tighter bond in the
relationship. When you are back at home one day, you may see
may come across something that triggers a memory from the
vacation, and (hopefully) you will smile at the thought of
being with your partner.
Related: Olivia Wilde and Jason Sudeikis Are Engaged
3. The afterglow: Post vacation romance can definitely keep a
relationship going. The smiles will be from ear to ear — you
and your significant other will be traveling down Honeymoon
Avenue once again. Continuously replay the good times spent
with your lover over in your head. You may even catch yourself
wanting to relive the moment.

How could a couple getaway bring you and your partner closer?
Share your thoughts below.

